Insider threat is a serious and increasing concern for many organizations. The group of individuals who operate within the organization have access to highly confidential and sensitive information, however, if they choose to act against the organization, with their privileged access authority and their extensive knowledge, they are well positioned to cause serious damage. Compared with vast amounts of normal daily operations, malicious behaviors are indeed small probability events, and are easily ignored. Thus, there is a desperate need to explore an effective approach to detect such suspicious behaviors. In order to solve this problem, we propose a two-stage algorithm to detect anomaly through analyzing user behavior based on activity log data collected in a real office automation system. In the first stage, we compare users' behavioral activities with activities of his/her belonging role, and in the second stage, we compare individual behavioral activities with his/her activities in a window period. By adopting several effective features to describe users' regular behavioral patterns, the analyst is capable of refining underlying abnormal users and abnormal periods to better support the network security administration.
Introduction
Enterprise network security management has been a problem for many years. Office automation system is applied to enterprises' daily operation and management and it plays an important role in the construction of enterprise information. The safety and stability of office automation system count a lot in constructing secure enterprise network. Traditionally, cyber threats come from the outside of the enterprise, however, more and more case studies show that threats not only originate from outside, but also inside the enterprise. According to the Small Business Administration in Korea, 90% of the information leakage incidents are made by internal staff [1] . Malicious insider threat has devastating impact on enterprises, because individuals who operate within the enterprise have access to highly confidential and sensitive information and if they act maliciously, it may pose financial and reputational damage to the enterprise. Since the damage is getting serious with the information leakage incident, insider security study has become one of the biggest issues in the cyber security.
Besides, monitoring and detecting abnormal activities can function in avoiding ineffectively occupying resources. Of course, abnormal behaviors may not always be threatening, however, malicious behaviors certainly behave abnormally. Therefore, there is a desperate need to explore an effective approach to detect suspicious behavior, and remind the network administrator of anomaly to mitigate the risk. However, there are plenty of challenges in identifying abnormal behaviors, like how to define abnormal behaviors based on users' previous activities and how to measure anomaly scores, besides, how to detect anomaly at minimal cost and reduce negative impact on enterprise daily operation.
In this work, we propose a two-stage algorithm for analyzing behavioral activities and detecting abnormal behaviors. The algorithm presents an unified framework to detect both role-based and individual-based abnormal behaviors. In detail, we compare user's behavioral activities with activities of his/her belonging role, and compare individual behavioral activities with his/her activities in a window period. We calculate a score for each user and the user whose score exceeds a particular threshold is considered as anomaly. We can also find the periods when the user behaves differently comparing to his/her history. Besides, our data of experiment are collected in a real office automation system within an organization and we propose a number of effective features for profiling users' temporal activities and derive anomaly metrics to measure the degree of anomaly.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related work. In Section 3, we present the two-stage algorithm combining Local Outlier Factor (LOF) and Isolation Forest methods for users' behaviors analysis. In Section 4, we analyze users' behaviors based on our collected dataset. In Section 5, we conclude the paper and discuss our future work in this field.
Related Work
Insider attacks have become the primary threat to the computer systems [2] . The topic of insider threat detection has received many attentions in the literature. Traditional intrusion detection system is neither designed for nor capable of identifying those who act maliciously within an organization [3] . Researchers have proposed a number of systems and approaches to detect or predict insider threat based on different types of activities. Myers et al. [4] used web server log files for insider threat detection. Eldardiry et al. [5] proposed a novel insider threat approach by combining several behavioral activity domains, and find discrepancies among these domains.
There are several studies on analyzing user behavior based on role and individual profiles. Anderson et al. [6] designed a behavior-anomaly-based system using peer-group profiling and monitored real-time process. Nguyen et al. [7] built a system to detect insider misbehaviors by monitoring system call activities, including file access and process execution. Moreover, in the user-oriented model, which they developed for analyzing file access, they considered building a profile for each user to distinguish misbehaviors from normal behaviors.
Philip A. Legg et al. [8] developed the Corporate Insider Threat Detection (CITD) system, which measured how user deviated from his previous observations and previous observations of his role to assess the potential threats. In addition, the feature set they considered includes the device that captured the log, the activities observed on the device, and the primary attributes associated with the activities. The feature set consists of three categories: users' daily observations, comparison-s between users' daily activities and previous activities of their roles, and comparisons between users' daily activities and their previous activities. However, they didn't consider temporal behavioral features, and they didn't compare user daily observations in a window period. Park etc. [9] developed the monitoring mechanisms with the role-based profile and individual-based profiles. Moreover, they used frequencies of corresponding events as metrics.
Besides, there exist work studying the characteristic of insider threat and evaluating the level of threat. Senator et al. [10] developed multiple algorithms for anomaly detection and demonstrated the feasibility of proposed methods for insider threat detection. Magklaras and Furnell [11] proposed a threat evaluation system based on profiles of user behaviors to estimate the level of threat.
There are a number of methods of anomaly detection, such as probabilistic and statistical models, linear models, proximity-based anomaly detection, time series and multidimensional streaming anomaly detection [12] . Besides, there are some traditional approaches like supervised learning, which detects minority class by building data classification models from training data. Eberle et al. [13] considered graph-based anomaly detection as a tool. A study conducted by Parveen et al. [14] applied multiple methods, such as ensemble-based stream mining, unsupervised learning, and graph-based anomaly detection to insider threat detection.
A Two-Stage Algorithm for Anomaly Detection
We propose a two-stage algorithm for anomaly detection. First, we construct a feature set to classify users into roles, define anomaly metrics based on the feature set, and compare users' behavioral activities with activities of his/her belonging roles. Second, we compare individual behavioral activities with his/her activities in a window period. In the following sections, we present how each part of the algorithm is performed to identify abnormal behaviors.
The Framework of the Two-Stage Algorithm 3.1.
In the first stage, we compare users' behavioral activities with activities of his/her belonging role. Based on users' activity data, a feature set is selected based on the result of the Random Forest classifier. Every user is examined by the LOF detector to judge whether the user is an anomaly or not, through comparing his/her LOF score with the role-based threshold. The goal of the first stage is to find abnormal users. In the second stage, we compare individual behavioral activities with his/her activities in a window period. The user whose LOF score exceeds the role-based threshold in the first stage is further examined by the Isolation Forest detector to find his/her abnormal periods, which are given with anomaly scores calculated by the Isolation Forest method. Periods which score above 0.5 are regarded as anomalies according to the discussion in [15] . The framework of this two-stage algorithm is presented in Fig. 1 . There are many combinations of features that can be extracted from raw data, however, features selected manually may be irrelevant and redundant. Feature selection can function in refining effective features. Random Forest can be used to rank the importance of features, and at first, we fit a random forest to the data. The out-of-bag error can be used to measure the prediction error of the random forest due to bootstrapping. Out-of-bag error is computed for each tree as 1 e , and after perturbing the data, the out-of-bag error is calculated as 2 e . We calculate the degree of importance of a feature by averaging the difference between 1 e and 2 e . A feature is more important if it produces higher error after perturbing the data. By imposing Random Forest on users, we construct an effective feature set.
We calculate anomaly score for each instance using LOF [16] as:
The LOF is used for detecting density-based outliers. Through comparing the density of the instance and densities of its neighbors of the same role, the instances that have obviously lower densities than their neighbors of the same role are regarded as outliers. LOF has been demonstrated as an effective method that can identify meaningful local outliers that previous approaches can not find [16] . The local reachability density of i x is the inverse of average reachable distance of instance i x from its neighbors of the same role and is defined as:
We calculate the LOF score for each instance by comparing local reachability of it and its neighbors of the same role:
The calculated LOF equal to 1 means the instance has similar level of density with its neighbors of the same role, and is regarded as normal one, and when the calculated LOF score is significantly larger than 1 means the instance is an outlier. We compare LOF score of each instance with role-based threshold and apply Boxplot method to find anomalies, whose LOF scores exceed Q3 (upper quartile) + 1.5*IQR (interquatile range). Therefore, we find abnormal users. user's behavior activities in a specific period. Isolation Forest is an effective and efficient method to detect users' deviation from normal behaviors in a window period. Isolation Forest is an algorithm with a low linear time complexity and a small memory requirement [15] . We calculate anomaly score for each instance Given a dataset of T instances, path length () i pl t is used to measure the degree of isolation and shorter path length means more likely to be anomalies. The average path length is defined as:
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4.1.
The data of experiment are collected within a real enterprise organization, which records users' operations in office automation system. There are 500 users in the enterprise, and we choose 3 representative roles and we mark them as 1 y , 2 y , 3 y , among which 1 y represents senior manager, 2 y represents department manager, and 3 y represents staff. We filter inactive users in the system, therefore, the number of these 3 roles are respectively 20, 36, 142. The data for experiment contain activity data during a period of 228 days, from March 1st to October 10th. In addition, these real data are transformed after preprocessing, denoising and filtering sensitive information. Document operations are operations that are related to documents, which are recorded in log files, and attributes of each record include: doc ID, subject of document, operational type, operator ID, operational time, etc.
Feature Selection and Role-Based Anomaly Detection 4.2.
Feature selection
Before we measure anomaly scores, we perform feature selection by Random Forest. Our features include three categories: operational type, operational object and time attribute. There are two operational objects: document and workflow. Document includes news, notification and process attached documents. Workflow describes a working process of requesting and replying.
The operational types of documents includes creating and reading, and workflow includes requesting and replying. Besides, we consider time attribute, which consists of two components, one is the ratio of user's behavioral activities that happened in a time period of 18:00 to 24:00 or on weekends (Sunday and Saturday) or in the morning (from 7:00 to 12:00) and in the afternoon (from 13:00 to 18:00), another is the total amount of user behavioral activities in a window period. Thus, our features are the combination of operational type, operational object, and time attribute. For example, the number of notifications (object) that are read (type) that happened in a window period (time attribute). According to users' position within the organization, we divide users into three roles and we mark them as 1
We apply Random Forest classifier to classifying users into roles. Below we have extracted 9 types of features to characterize behaviors of a specific user : Degree of contribution of features are calculated using Random Forest, and the results are shown in Table  1 . The higher the degree, the more important the feature. 
Role-based anomaly detection:
We get distance matrix through calculating Euclidean Distance between each pair of users, and then we apply LOF to detecting role-based anomaly. The higher LOF score is, the more abnormal it is. Next, we rank users' LOF scores by a descending order and use the Boxplot method to find anomalies, and finally we get anomaly threshold for each role as 2.733, 1.8125, 1.7625. Fig. 2 presents anomaly situation of each role, x axis stands for the index of each user and y axis stands for LOF scores. There are several abnormal users of role y3 are detected in Fig. 2 .
We take the user who scores the highest as an example and we find that he behaves more abnormally on multiple anomaly metrics (features 2 N and 3 N ).
Individual-Based Anomaly Detection 4.3.
We compare individual behavioral activities with his/her activities in a window period. When profiling individual behavioral activities, we consider user's temporal activities for each day. And we select several representative activities including requesting and replying workflow, reading notifications, and reading attached documents. We partition each day into 24 time bins (i.e. a time bin lasts for 1 hour) and compare each day's activities at the same time bin.
Below we have selected adaptable anomaly metrics:
w N : the number of workflow that a user has requested and replied. We apply Isolated Forest to detecting abnormal dates for abnormal users. In Fig. 3 we present an example which is scores of 9th time bin each day of the representative user who scores the highest in stage one. We detect several abnormal dates which are marked as red squares in Fig. 3 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a two-stage algorithm to detect abnormal behavioral activities. The algorithm has been applied to analyzing the profile of all users who have access to office automation system. By incorporating role and individual based profile, the system is capable of obtaining a comprehensive feature set for profiling user's behavioral activities in office automation system. The feature set provides comparative assessment between multiple observations in a window period and between multiple users. We apply a range of anomaly metrics to measure the degree of anomaly. User intervention can be added to adjust weights of different anomaly metrics.
However, there exist some problems that need to be explored further. Due to the data missing and the limitation of available data volume, this paper analyzes short-term user behaviors in an offline way. It is a challenge task that use these data to monitor real-time changes of behavioral activities and detect anomaly dynamically. In the future work, we will improve the way of collecting data and explore the impact of different temporal granularities and we will enrich our dataset with more domain data for profiling user Yilin Wang received the B.S. degree in information management & information systems from Dalian University of Technology, China. She is currently a postgraduate student in the Science and Technology on Information Systems Engineering Laboratory, National University of Defense Technology, Changsha, China. Her current research interest is computer network data mining.
